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AutoCAD is installed on a PC or Mac computer, and requires approximately 10 GB of hard disk space (with a 25 GB
recommended minimum) and an Intel compatible processor. It can be used on Windows 7 or newer (previously Windows Vista

and Windows 8), Mac OS X 10.9 (Mavericks) or later (previously Mac OS X 10.8 or later), or Linux. As of AutoCAD 2017
Release, there are no requirements for CPU speed or RAM size, but larger machines are more efficient. When using AutoCAD

mobile on iOS and Android devices, the resolution is 1024x768 and the design limit is set to 100%, but can be zoomed up to
4000%. AutoCAD can create 2D drawings (or technical drawings), 3D architectural designs, and create technical or mechanical

drawings. It can be used for freehand drawing, predesigned shapes, technical drawings, technical or architectural designs,
models, parametric models, and parametric/geometric designs. The software can import DWG, DXF, and SVG files. AutoCAD

is delivered in three modes: Standard, Advanced, and Enterprise. Features 2D AutoCAD is a vector graphics program, which
can create drawings by connecting a series of points, line segments, and arcs. As with other vector graphics programs such as
Adobe Illustrator and Inkscape, all objects are constructed as connected curves, and there is no "pixelization" or interpolation.
This leads to a continuous, crisp rendering of the drawing, even at high resolutions. In Standard mode, 2D shapes are given a

fixed width and thickness, and can have their top, bottom, left, and right corners be of any predefined shape. They can also have
line styles that can be straight or dashed. For areas where it is necessary, the user can specify the fill color and line widths.

Objects such as text, arrows, and other symbols can be inserted into the drawing. The use of layer "groups" allows objects to be
toggled on and off; a group is not visible until the whole group is activated, and only visible in one viewing mode. Standard

mode shapes can be freely drawn in any direction. Advanced mode lets the user change the width and thickness of the shapes,
and their lines and fills can be rounded, curved, and filled with fill patterns. Advanced mode also allows the user to vary the

shape of the corners of

AutoCAD [Win/Mac]

External editing Some external applications edit the drawings and can communicate with AutoCAD Cracked Accounts using an
external dialog box, external automation, or an external macro program. External automation It is possible to link to AutoCAD

in a scripting language, using the APIs provided, or to use a.NET application or an external macro program to automate
AutoCAD. External automation in AutoCAD 2010 includes scripting, external automation in the form of macros and

programming in C#, Visual Basic, Visual LISP, ObjectARX, Visual.NET, and Visual F#. Externally linking AutoCAD can be
linked to a variety of programs, including: Text editors PostScript printers, including PDF Microsoft Word and others Cloning
To clone a drawing and save it as another drawing, first select the drawing, then from the menu select Save As and select Clone

Drawing. Export A number of file formats are supported as output from AutoCAD: Raster file formats Currently supported
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formats are: Vector image formats Currently supported formats are: Web, Web-based A web-based drawing is a user-designed
drawing that is created, displayed and edited on the Internet. AutoCAD used to support this using a feature called AutoCAD

Exchange. This has been discontinued in later releases of AutoCAD. Team Web Access (TWA) This Web-based drawing
system provides a team environment for users. It is based on the International Organization for Standardization's (ISO) team
workspace standards and supports all the ISO's core standards and applications such as comment and track changes, version
control, and drawing rollback. Using TWA, users can work with others on the same project from multiple locations. Web

browser plug-in AutoCAD can be used through a web browser with a drawing viewer plug-in, such as one provided by Avid.
Online collaboration One of the capabilities of TWA is the ability to work with other users through the Internet. It has been

cited as one of the first uses of collaboration software on the Internet. Some of the other collaboration software that Autodesk
provides includes: Drawing software Note: Autodesk Application Exchange Program See also Comparison of CAD software

List of 3D graphics software Comparison 5b5f913d15
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AutoCAD Patch With Serial Key

For the offline keygen Install the Autodesk Autocad and activate it. Go to "Start", right click "Run" and press "Run as
Administrator". Now open "C:\Program Files\Autodesk\AutoCAD 2020\acad.exe" The offline keygen will be activated You
will get a black screen when running AutoCAD Open the browser and navigate to the URL shown in "Instruction". Paste your
license and key code and click "Next". A small window asking you to download a file will appear. Download and save it. Finish
the installation of the offline keygen. Q: How to select an element when event is not triggered? So I'm going through a tutorial
and it's a simple program. There's one element that is moved with an event. I don't know how it was moved, but when I pause
the video I get this: .element { height: 60px; width: 60px; background-color: green; border-radius: 50%; border: 2px solid white;
position: absolute; } .text { text-align: center; position: absolute; top: 50%; left: 50%; transform: translate(-50%, -50%); font-
size: 30px; text-transform: uppercase; font-family: arial; font-weight: 500; width: 200px; height: 60px; line-height: 60px; border-
radius: 40px; background-color: white; box-shadow: 0px 0px 3px rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.5), 0px -4px 10px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5),
inset 0px 0px 0px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5), inset 0px -4px 10px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5); color: rgb(0, 0, 0);

What's New in the?

New Markup Assist enables you to explore and mark up views of your drawings with the help of a mouse pointer. (video: 2:40
min.) Improved features for solid and surface models: Measure tools: You can quickly and accurately measure the length of cuts
or holes by using the dynamic grip rectangle (video: 3:01 min.) In-place change line selection: When you select a change line,
you can switch between editing the linework and using the line to perform an operation on the drawing that you selected. (video:
3:06 min.) Revert command: If you make an unintentional change to a model or your drawing, the Change Line dialog box
offers a Revert command. (video: 2:37 min.) Make atlas and subdv: With improved features for creating, merging, and editing
multi-layer models, you can easily create and edit atlases and subdv. (video: 2:44 min.) Faster and smarter surfaces: Attach
object to surface: You can now attach one or more objects to the surface of an existing model. (video: 1:44 min.) New miter
joints and [Insert]MiterJoint: Insert miter joints by using the [Insert]MiterJoint command. Insert point or linear distances by
using the [Insert]LinearJoint command. (video: 1:32 min.) Miter tolerance: Control the tolerance of miter joints for planar
surfaces. You can specify the angles and the lengths that separate a miter joint in the [Insert]MiterJoint dialog box. (video: 1:38
min.) Trim marks: In your drawing, select a plane and a line. A bounding box automatically appears, showing the outline of the
selected edges of the plane. You can trim the outline of the plane by dragging the box. (video: 1:37 min.) Widen and close
polyline paths: Select a polyline path, and you can adjust its width by dragging the handles in the corner or by selecting one or
more line segments. You can close the path by pressing and dragging the right end point. (video: 1:45 min.) Spline paths: You
can use spline paths to create a smooth surface that can be adjusted along the surface of the model. (video: 1
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10 Processor: Intel Core i3-7100 or AMD FX-6300 or better Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: Intel HD 4000 / Nvidia GTX 650 or better DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 1
GB available space Additional Notes: Windows 10 is recommended. Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i5
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